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This article discusses Edward Said’s intellectual legacy in the Arab
world. After examining Said’s own cultural influences, the trajectory of
his early academic career in America, and his “re-orientation” towards
his Arab identity and culture following the 1967 war, the author fo-
cuses on the reception of his works in Arab intellectual circles. Though
Orientalism was initially misperceived through the frame of identity
politics, his theoretical writings exerted a steadily growing impact on
Arab criticism, particularly by offering a way out of its methodological
dependency on the West. The author suggests that Said’s final role as
an oppositional intellectual “speaking truth to power,” which reached
beyond the Arab intelligentsia to a broader audience, may in the final
analysis be his most lasting contribution.

IN HIS Representations of the Intellectual, Edward Said suggests that

as an intellectual I present my concerns before an audience or
constituency. But this is not just a matter of how I articulate
them, but also of what I myself, as someone who is trying to
advance the cause of freedom and justice, also represent. I
say or write these things because after much reflection they
are what I believe; and I also want to persuade others of this
view. There is therefore this quite complicated mix between
the private and the public worlds, my own history, values,
writings and positions as they derive from my experiences,
on the one hand, and, on the other hand, how these enter into
the social world where people debate and make decisions
about war and freedom and justice.1

In order to understand Said’s intellectual legacy, his cultural project, and its
impact on the Arab intellectual scene, it is essential to be keenly aware of this
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“quite complicated mix.” The mix that went into the making of this remarkable
individual appealed, for many reasons and on many levels, to Arab intellectuals,
enabling them to take pride in interacting with his cultural project.

THE LEGACY OF THE ARAB-WESTERN INTERACTION

As an Arab-Western intellectual, Edward Said is heir to the complex and of-
ten painful process of the Arab interaction with the West. This interaction has
a long history,2 but its modern phase, of which Said is a product, goes back to
the French expedition to Egypt in 1798. This brief encounter with the West
had a seismic cultural impact on the Arabs. Though traditionalists assiduously
attacked the changes that ensued, which they saw as assaults on Islam and
Arab culture, Arab governments launched ambitious programs of moderniza-
tion aimed at catching up with the West, particularly Europe. The initial success
of those who embarked upon the path of modernity led to wide acceptance of
this trajectory by Arab countries and individuals alike. Even the colonization
by Western powers of many Arab lands in the last decades of the 19th century
did not dampen the enthusiastic embrace by governments and urban elites of
Western models in many areas of life. Thus, the early decades of the 20th cen-
tury were increasingly marked by the adoption of Western (mainly European)
educational systems, dress, and manners. The adoption of Western models also
affected the cultural sphere, resulting in the genesis of modern Arabic narrative
genres such as the novel, the short story, and drama.3

These early years of the last century were also marked by the emigration of
large numbers of Arabs, especially Levantines, from Lebanon, Syria, and Pales-
tine to the Americas, where most adopted many aspects of Western social and
cultural life. Edward Said’s father, Wadi‘ Said, was one of these émigrés, leaving
Palestine for the United States in 1911 and remaining there for almost a decade.
The years he spent in America were characterized by an increasingly vibrant
cultural activity within the Arab intellectual community. (Two Arabic journals
edited by Levantine émigrés were already being published.4) This activity in-
fluenced, and was influenced by, the cultural scene in their home countries.
Indeed, in 1920, the year Wadi‘ Said returned to Palestine, a group of Levantine
intellectuals in New York launched what was to become one of the most influ-
ential, innovative literary movements in modern Arab intellectual history—al-
Rabitah al-Qalamiyyah (The Pen Association), headed by Jibran Khalil Jibran
(1883–1931).5 That same year, in a separate but homologous development, the
Diwan group was established in Cairo.6 Though the two groups had developed
in isolation from one another, both reflected the same cultural trend underway
among Arab intellectual elites since the turn of the century, notably the shift
from a neoclassical to a romantic sensibility. As a result, they promoted similar
ideas on innovations in literary styles. Ironically, it was the New York-based Pen
Association, the first of the Mahjar (Diaspora) movements,7 that ultimately had
the greater influence in shaping modern Arab literature; its ideas were dissem-
inated through its journal al-Sa’ih, which reached the Arab world and where
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many of its articles were published in other journals. One of the reasons for its
greater appeal was that while the Diwan group’s patriotic agendas limited its
impact to Egypt, the Pen Association was focused almost entirely on literary
matters and its members were more familiar with the major works of European
romanticism.8 At all events, their combined efforts, by influencing the next gen-
eration of poets and critics, culminated in the formation in 1932 of the Apollo
Group, the first pan-Arab romantic literary movement,9 which further spread
Western literary ideas and called for freeing poetry from traditional and archaic
forms. Thus, the adoption of Western models, affecting lifestyles as much as
cultural modes of expression and thought, was widespread at the time both in
the Arab world itself and in Arab communities abroad. This was particularly
pronounced among the Arab Christian minorities, who felt a stronger affinity
with the West than their Muslim counterparts. This was the environment that
shaped the actions and attitudes of Edward Said’s father and that therefore had
a direct impact on Edward Said’s own educational and cultural formation.

A WESTERN FORMATION

Wadi‘ Said had returned to Palestine in 1920 at the insistence of his mother,
and he moved to Cairo toward the end of the decade. Though he had returned
to the Arab world and married in the traditional Arab way in 1932, his adoption
of the Western model governed the rest of his life. While in America, he had
changed his name to William, become an American citizen, and fought with
the U.S. Army in France in World War I.10 His continuing identification with the
West was clearly reflected in the naming of his children11 and in the education
he gave them. His pride in his American citizenship—at a time when the United
States was seen as the paragon of freedom and modernity and the champion of
oppressed nations and minorities—was increased by his sense (as a Protestant)
of being a minority even within the wider Christian Arab community.

Edward Said was born in Jerusalem in 1935, and though he enjoyed—like
all his siblings but not his mother—American citizenship, he was brought up
primarily in the colonial Egypt of the 1930s and 1940s, with intermittent visits
to and vacations in Palestine. At the time Egypt, and particularly Cairo, was
a turbulent place, full of contradictions and teeming with social and political
movements spanning the whole political spectrum from the Muslim Brothers
to the Communists, but Edward was raised in the protective cocoon of the
liberal, cosmopolitan Egypt of foreigners and minorities. The first shock to his
identity came in the mid 1940s when the British secretary of the Gezira Club, a
Mr. Pilley, told him, “Arabs aren’t allowed here, and you’re an Arab.”12 Yet there
was what Said later called “a fatalistic compact between my father and myself
about our necessarily inferior status. He knew about it, I discovered it publicly
for the first time face to face with Pilley, yet neither of us saw it as worth a
struggle of any kind, and that realisation shames me still.”13

Shielded from the tragic consequences of the Palestinian Nakbah—the loss
of the family home and the uprooting of many of his relatives—by his father’s
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wealth and his American citizenship, he enjoyed without interruption the com-
forts of upper middle class life and the benefits of an elite private education.
He went first to an English school in 1941, then to Cairo School for American
Children in 1946, and, in 1949, to Victoria College, the school for the children
of the colonial elite. In 1951, he went to the United States, and after a year
at a preparatory school enrolled in Princeton University. His graduate studies
at Harvard culminated in his doctoral thesis on Joseph Conrad in 1963.14 This
education and cultural formation established his strong foundation in Western
culture and methodology and ironically enhanced his appeal to Arab intellec-
tuals two decades later. It also took him away from the “inferior status” of the
“Arab.” Indeed, upon his arrival in America, his father had warned him to “stay
away from the Arabs. . . . They’ll always be a hindrance. They neither keep what
is good about Arab culture, nor show any solidarity with each other.”15 It seems
that the son initially heeded the father’s advice, neglecting his Arabic language
and culture, specializing in English and comparative literature, and pursuing a
career in American academia.

Yet the nagging sense of being “out of place” continued to haunt him, and
the accumulation of “hurt” and “injustice”16 ultimately drove him back to the
culture of his origins. One can now read Said’s career retrospectively and see
how his acute sense of being an “exile” and “out of place” led him to choose
as the subject for his doctoral research Conrad, a writer who, like himself,
experienced displacement both geographically and linguistically. This was a
writer with whom Said shared the perspective of a decentered self, capable of
seeing the culture of the “other” from within and from outside at the same time.
Conrad was also a writer who raised issues of identity, uprooted and broken
histories, subjectivity, and the dynamic tension between cultures and people.

Said’s sense of exile also drove him to break new ground. In a move highly
unusual for a young scholar writing his dissertation, he rejected the method-
ology of the New Criticism, which totally dominated American academia in
the 1950s and 1960s. Finding the New Criticism’s treatment of the text as a
“verbal icon” divorced from the author’s history, identity, vision, experience,
and context inadequate to unlock the hidden meanings of Conrad’s work, he
opted for the more sophisticated approach of the Geneva School.17 This school
eschewed formalist or objective methods in favor of a phenomenological study
of the text intended to reconstitute an author’s worldview from his literary lan-
guage. Said found its hermeneutic strategy, which probes the work for signals
that disclose the structure of consciousness, more conducive to the underlying
sense of displacement and exile at work in Conrad’s texts. The Geneva School’s
concept that the author’s projection of imaginative worlds are the key to his
existential identity requires that the critic identify recurring patterns of space-
time experience in the author’s work. This Said found useful in articulating the
underlying structure of consciousness that attracted him to Conrad.

It was the publication of Said’s accomplished work Beginnings: Intentions
and Method, in 1975 that established his reputation not only as an erudite
scholar of profound insights and acute critical judgment, but as one who set
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his own path. These were the years of the rise of literary theory in America,
and instead of following, as did many of his contemporaries, the Russian for-
malists or the French structuralists or deconstructionalists (whose theories he
had nonetheless deeply absorbed), he developed his own theoretical geneal-
ogy. He rooted his project neither in the semiotic structuralist genealogy that
led eventually to deconstruction (as did the Yale critics) nor in Marxist lit-
erary theory (as did Raymond Williams and Fredric Jameson, among others).
Instead, in his intransitive Beginnings, he went back to the overlooked works of
Giambattista Vico, whose The New Science (1725) questions at that early date
the universality of knowledge and the certitude of accepted convictions and es-
tablishes the historicity of these concepts. He then combined Vico’s concept
of knowledge with the archaeology of Michel Foucault, after subjecting this
last to a rigorous Nietzschean questioning of its origin and purpose. From this
he posits his unique theory of “the novel as beginning intention.” By the time
he wrote Orientalism, he had modified this theoretical approach by incor-
porating the contribution of Antonio Gramsci, who highlighted the role of
national identity and geographical locations in our perception of culture and
thought. The use of Gramsci’s work and the dialogue with his ideas coincided
with Said’s discovery of the work of the Frankfurt School, and particularly of
Theodor Adorno and Walter Benjamin. In his later work, Said became closer
to Adorno, his ideas and critical method, than to any other thinker. This is not
only because Said shares Adorno’s passion for music and admires his writing
on it, but also because of the breadth, variety, and individuality of his thinking
and his ability to blend the creative, critical, and philosophical elements in a
lucid and impossibly simple style. The same could be said of Said. More impor-
tantly, if Adorno has offered us through his “negative dialectics” the theory of
the untheorizable in philosophy and music, Said has achieved a similar theo-
rization in the literary field. Like Adorno, Said emphasized the importance of
individual honesty and passion, rejecting orthodoxy and defending the virtue
of “nicht mitmachen”—not playing along or compromising in the name of
expediency. Those who knew Said would recognize the Adorno-like uncom-
promising stance of his later years, particularly in his politics.

ORIENTALISM

The disastrous Arab defeat of 1967 and the encounter with Ibrahim Abu-
Lughod18 around the same time played a decisive role in Edward Said’s intellec-
tual re-orientation toward his Arab identity and culture. Abu-Lughod recruited
him to the Association of Arab American University Graduates (AAUG) and, at
the height of the anti-Arab media frenzy in 1968, asked him to write an article
about the Arab character in English literature for a special issue of the Arab
World that he was editing.19 This was the first academic text Said ever wrote
on an Arab topic,20 and since it dealt with the question of representation (or
rather, misrepresentation) of an entire culture, there was some speculation as
to whether this was the seed from which the Orientalism project germinated.
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Said himself definitively settled the matter when he wrote in his homage to
Abu-Lughod, “I used the occasion [of writing the article] to look at the image
of the Arabs in the media, popular literature and cultural representations going
back to the Middle Ages. This was the origin of my book Orientalism, which
I dedicated to Janet and Ibrahim.”21 From that time forward, Said’s interest in
and engagement with the Arab world in general, and the Palestinian question
in particular, never flagged.

It would, however, be simplistic to reduce Said’s re-engagement with the
Arab world to this, for it was a lengthy process, as he indicates in Out of Place.

It is doubtful that
Orientalism would have
been written without the
ramifications of the 1967
and 1973 wars and Said’s

greater involvement in
Palestinian politics.

Said was a highly driven individual who was keen to
consolidate his academic achievement through major
theoretical work22 before taking off in new directions.
It was not until 1978 that the book that made his inter-
national reputation, Orientalism, was published. It is a
book that he wrote without interruption in less than a
year. It is doubtful that the book would have been writ-
ten without the ramifications of the 1967 and 1973 wars
and his greater involvement in Palestinian politics; it is
important to note that between the wars Said had spent a year in Beirut, finish-
ing Beginnings and perfecting his Arabic.23 But it was no doubt the coverage
of these two wars in the Western media, and the synergy between the words
and actions of the Western establishment, that motivated his grand project
by directing his attention to the gulf between the reality of the orient and its
representation in Western discourse. The end result was the most compelling
narrative of European humanism’s complicity in the colonial project of sub-
jugating and misrepresenting the orient that exists. Orientalism married the
theoretical acuteness and acumen of Beginnings with the inventory of injus-
tices suffered by the orient. This provided the book’s powerful theoretical
postulations with a strong moral underpinning that not only made it relevant
to wronged cultures but also appealed to the humanistic drive at the heart of
liberal western culture itself.

While Said had gained some recognition in the field of English literature and
modern languages before the publication of Orientalism, he had made little or
no impact beyond these circles and was entirely unknown in the Arab world.
The breadth of this groundbreaking book’s coverage and the originality of its
thesis quickly made it an international success. It soon became the corner-
stone of a larger project of deconstructing colonial discourses and practices
as they impact on culture and politics, values and perception, and literature
and identity. With his two subsequent books, The Question of Palestine (1979)
and Covering Islam (1981), he provided case studies illustrating his theory of
Orientalism. The wide debate triggered by this project has continued to grow
ever since, spawning the flourishing disciplines of post-colonial criticism, cul-
tural criticism, and new historicism.

Orientalism was the book that introduced Said to the Arab world. Unfor-
tunately, it was badly translated;24 as Rawda ‘Ashour, a professor of English
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literature and an accomplished novelist and critic, writes in her able study of
Said’s work, “The Arabic translation of Orientalism is confused, ambiguous and
suffers from many problems, the most obvious of which is the transformation
of a lucid and enjoyable book into a difficult text laden with incomprehensi-
ble terminology.”25 Aside from obfuscating his brilliant argument, the transla-
tion had an enormous negative impact on his legacy and the perception—or
misperception—of his work among Arab intellectuals. Its thick verbosity, pre-
tentious terminology, and confused vocabulary associated him with the type
of sterile and problematic language that was the hallmark of the coterie of
Adonis, a clique that clung to Said for some time and complicated the way he
was perceived in Arab intellectual circles for years.26

Thanks to the opacity of the translation, many of the ardent opponents
of modernity and Westernization in the Arab world, Islamists and traditional-
ists, who by virtue of their ideology would logically be the natural enemies of
Said’s cultural and ideological stance, exuberantly embraced the book. They
perceived it as a new rendering of their traditional attack on the orientalists,
articulating in the language of their adversaries their grievance and sense of
injustice vis-à-vis the West. It is ironic that they saw a text so radically at odds
with their own approach as an extension of their attack on the work of the
orientalists—an attack which in their case had been historically motivated by
religious convictions and a belief that the orientalists’ aim had been to un-
dermine Islam and distort its image.27 Thus, instead of seeing Said’s seminal
work as exposing (and undermining) the basis and motivation of the orientalist
discourse, they considered it the latest in a series of diatribes against the misrep-
resentation of Islam in European discourse.28 In the process, the crux of Said’s
argument—concerning the dialectics of knowledge and power, the complicity
of discourse in the dynamics of hegemony and imperialism, and the fabrica-
tion of an inferior orient as justification for its subjugation and conquest—were
completely overlooked. Overlooked, too, was the book’s insight into how the
orient was used by Europe as an image of an absolute “other,” inferior and ex-
otic. More importantly, Said’s implicit call for the orient to represent itself and
purge its culture of the traces and sedimentation of the orientalist legacy was
lost.29

Though the message of Said’s Orientalism was distorted in Arab intellec-
tual circles—and indeed among the wider public through the traditionalists’
widely disseminated misrepresentation of his main thesis as a kind of identity
politics—the book did spark wide debate on the issues it addressed. A mean-
ingful discussion of its insights had been conducted by those who had read the
book in its original English or in French translation, and their numbers grew
with time.30 In addition, some of the Western writings on Orientalism’s theo-
retical insights were translated into Arabic in the 1990s in a way that redressed
the balance. Thanks to these efforts, which eventually corrected the earlier
misunderstanding of Orientalism, and as a result of the dissemination of Said’s
later writings and growing engagement with Arab politics, his impact on the
Arab intellectual scene over the years could be compared with that of the early
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pioneers of engagement with Western discourse, towering figures like Rifa’ah
Rafi‘ al-Tahtawi (1801–73), Ahmad Faris al-Shidyaq (1804–87), and Khayr al-Din
al-Tunisi (1810–90).

SAID’S TRAVELING THEORIES IN THE ARAB WORLD

Whatever the damage in Arab intellectual circles caused by the misrepresen-
tation of Orientalism, it was soon overcome by Said’s erudition, range, élan,
and astonishing productivity. The publication in 1983 of The World, the Text
and the Critic, which contains some of his most astute theoretical essays, coin-
cided with the launch in Cairo of Fusul,31 the first journal in Arabic dedicated
to literary criticism and literary theory. Fusul soon became a pan-Arab cultural
forum for theory and critical debates, and within a few years it had energized
the Arab critical scene and invigorated its quest for theoretical investigation.
It changed the nature of Arab critical discourse and conducted a far-reaching
dialogue with many strands of modern critical theory, particularly structural-
ism, Russian formalism, Marxism, deconstruction, reception theory, and the
psychoanalytic interpretation of literature. It is true that in the early years of
Fusul the names of Roland Barthes, Michel Foucault, Jacques Derrida, Jacques
Lacan, Wolfgang Iser, Walter Benjamin, Terry Eagleton, and Fredric Jameson
were encountered far more frequently than Said’s and that the quarterly trans-
lated works by many of these literary theorists in its pages but nothing by Said.
This regrettable situation was corrected with the re-launch in Ramallah in the
early 1990s of the Palestinian quarterly, Al-Karmil, which translated a number
of his important critical essays.32 Even in Fusul, with the maturation of con-
temporary Arab critical discourse, Said and his ideas gained more currency,
as did those of Mikhail Bakhtin, Antonio Gramsci, Pierre Bourdieu, and Gilles
Deleuze. This shift can be explained by the ephemeral appeal of structuralism,
its predecessors and offshoots, and their ability to lend themselves to an imi-
tative reproduction of their tenets. Arab criticism had to go through this less
demanding phase of theorization, borrowing, and adaptation—and what Said
called the “remorseless indignation of orthodoxy and the expression of tired
advocacy”33—before grappling with the critical theories of the latter group
with their more subtle critical insights.

The publication of Said’s famous articles “Traveling Theory”34 and “Trav-
eling Theory Reconsidered”35 dealt a sharp blow to the prevailing mode of
Arab critics, who had long contented themselves with simply replicating
Western theory, or, at best, applying its tenets to Arabic texts. The encounter
with Said’s “traveling theory” encouraged many to shake off their dependency
on these theories. More specifically, Said in these two articles argues against
turning literary theory into a cultural dogma which, appropriated by schools
or institutions, acquires the status of authority to become the closed domain
of specialists and acolytes. He argues instead for a theory of permanent disso-
nance, of deconsecration, decentralization, and demystification, a Gramscian
counter hegemony that rejects enslavement to dominant systems. According
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to Said, any study of the way in which theories travel reveals the inevitability
of change and transformation at every junction of the journey and with regard
to every aspect of the theory—techniques of dissemination, communication,
and interpretation. And for Said, with his belief in noncoercive human
community, this is as it should be. Theory, as he states in the second essay,
“is to travel, always to move beyond its confinements, to emigrate, to remain
in a sense in exile . . . [in] a geographical dispersion of which the theoretical
motor is capable . . . [in a] movement [that] suggests the possibility of different
locales, sites, situations for theory without facile universalism or over-general
totalizing.”36

Just as in Orientalism he called upon the orient to represent itself and to
speak out, here he is arguing for the critic’s liberation from the dogma of
theory. Said also observed that in “the Arab world there is this tendentious
reliance on and even blind replication of unitary theories without a clear effort
to change these theories to something relevant to the Arab culture.”37 Many
Arab critics, such as Jabir Asfur (Egypt), Muhammad Barrada (Morocco), Yumna
al-‘Id (Lebanon), Subhi Hadidi (Syria), and Fakhri Salih (Jordan), to mention but
a few, embraced his call and spoke out for the need to liberate Arab critical
discourse from the grip of Western theory and the drudgery of imitations. They
realized that it is no longer viable to import Western literary theory or to apply
it blindly to Arab literary phenomena or text. Nonetheless, it is easier to reject
the tyranny of universalism, as Said has shown us the way, than actually to
make a lasting contribution to its modification and change. Thus, though many
Arab critics have understood Said’s lesson that “no one today is purely one
thing,”38 the task of dealing with literary theory with creativity, originality, and
sophistication and in a way that takes into account cultural pluralism is still in
its infancy in Arab critical discourse.

Many Arab critics also understood Said’s aversion to linear subsuming histo-
ries and the unitary sense of identity, as well as his preference for a contrapuntal
approach capable of dealing with the complexity of historical experience. “All
cultures,” he wrote, “are involved in one another; none is single and pure, all are
hybrid, heterogeneous, extraordinarily differentiated and unmonolithic. This,
I believe, is as true of the contemporary United States as it is of the modern
Arab world.”39 Admittedly, it is more difficult to practice contrapuntal criticism
without the advantage of Said’s multicultural erudition and talent for musical
elaboration. Nonetheless, precisely because of Said’s approach, Arab critics
are more confident in using critical notions without being bound by them. The
growing sophistication of Arab critical discourse is in part due to Said’s contri-
bution, and this greater sophistication in turn contributes to a wider appreci-
ation of his work. It is natural therefore that Said’s next major work, Culture
and Imperialism (1993), which saw the culmination of his critical project of
deconstructing the Western narrative, received considerable attention in Arab
intellectual circles long before it was translated into Arabic. It was extensively
reviewed in the Arab press, quoted in academic papers, and inspired a number
of academic studies. In a recent paper, Radwa ‘Ashur40 enumerates the projects
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inspired by Said’s approach undertaken by young researchers in Egyptian
universities. A recent example of the book’s impact was the fact that the Jan-
uary 2004 conference organized by the Egyptian Society of Literary Criticism
took as its main theme “cultural criticism,” or al-Naqd al-Thaqafi, the term
increasingly used for the critical approach associated with Said.

Interestingly, Arab intellectuals have shown a marked preference for Said’s
cultural criticism over the post-colonial strand of his work (Naqd ma Ba‘d

Interestingly, Arab
intellectuals have shown a

marked preference for
Said’s cultural criticism
over the post-colonial

strand of his work
preferred in the West.

al-Isti‘mar) preferred in the West. There are several rea-
sons for this, the most obvious being the deep-rooted
Arab sense of cultural confidence deriving from an of-
ten exaggerated pride in its classical legacy. This is but-
tressed by the tendency to understate colonialism’s im-
pact on Arab culture; unlike many colonized countries,
which adopted the “language of the colonizer” in their
writings, pride in the Arabic language and cultural in-
tegrity was not eroded by colonialism. With the notable
exception of Algeria, the bulk of Arab cultural output, even during the period of
colonialism, was written in Arabic and marked by the quest for national identity
and resistance to colonialism. The works of those Arabs who did write in French
or English, even those that achieved prominence, tended to be dismissed by the
Arab intellectual mainstream as marginal contributions to the language in which
they are written, rather than seen as Arab cultural products. In addition, the
early fascination with Western genres, which led someone like Naguib Mahfouz,
for example, to aspire in the 1940s to emulate Sir Walter Scott’s historical novels
and in the 1950s the European realistic novel, has receded. By the 1970s and
1980s, Mahfouz was conducting a creative intertextual dialogue in his novels
with archetypal Arab narrative forms—for example the folk epic, as in his 1977
novel Malhamat al-Harafish (Harafish), the Arabian Nights, as in his 1982 novel
Layali Alf Layla (Arabian Nights and Days), and the dictionaries of the notables,
as in his fascinating 1987 novel Hadith al-Sabah wa-‘l-Masa’ (Talk of Morning
and Evening). This shift to a creative dialogue with Arab forms and genres
coincided with the introduction of Said’s critical contribution, leading to the
embrace by the Arab intelligentsia of his cultural criticism, seen as a more com-
prehensive approach to culture and criticism insofar as it brings together his-
tory, geography, the notion of knowledge and power, and critical insight. Thus
“cultural criticism,” in contrast to the post-colonial strand of Said’s thought, does
not confine itself to issues of representation, but goes beyond them to a more
comprehensive reading of the text. The Western response to Said’s project, on
the other hand, is generally motivated by reading the colonized work written
in the main languages of the colonizers, namely English and French.

Arab critical discourse is increasingly embracing Said’s contribution not only
for its critical insights but also for its efforts to liberate Arab criticism from living
on the crumbs of Western theory. In particular, Arab critics felt that the absence
of an all-encompassing theory of Arab culture is responsible for the adoption of
imported theories, making their own methodologies derivative and ultimately
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trapping them in a methodological nexus against which they rebelled. Said’s
theories, which they see as a genuine Arab contribution launched into a world
of creativity and equality, therefore are seen as offering a way out of the method-
ological dependency on the West. Though well aware that Said’s contribution
is deeply rooted in Western thought and methodology—and indeed is created
in a Western language—they put the emphasis on the subversive power of its
rebellion against the reigning orthodoxies and methods in the field. Because
of Said’s towering accomplishments, the trajectory of his intellectual output,
and his increasing involvement in Arab cultural and political affairs, he served
as a role model for many Arab intellectuals for the last decade of this life. He
was often treated as a paragon of wisdom whose words were taken as inspired
revelation, something he disliked.

SPEAKING TRUTH TO POWER: REVIVING AN ARAB TRADITION

OF DISCOURSE

Traditionally, ever since Abu-Dharr al-Ghifari refused to be co-opted by the
Ummayad caliphs in the 8th century, Arab culture has revered the oppositional
intellectual who articulates the unsaid and speaks truth to power. But since the
death of the critic, dramatist, and short story writer Yusuf Idris (1927–91), and
the cooption and silencing of most Arab intellectuals, the Arab world has lacked
the voice of a strong and effective oppositional intellectual with the stature,
recognized achievements, and moral authority needed to speak truth to the
corrupt subaltern powers that dominate today’s cultural and political scene. It
is perhaps this role that is Said’s most appealing and lasting contribution to the
Arabic cultural scene.

Said described the prevailing situation in the Arab world of the last decades
as follows:

In the Arab world, the brave, if airy and sometimes destructive,
pan-Arab nationalism of the Nasser period which abated dur-
ing the 1970s has been replaced with a set of local and regional
creeds, most of them administered harshly by unpopular,
uninspired minority regimes. They are now threatened by a
whole array of Islamic movements. There has remained, how-
ever, a secular, cultural opposition in each Arab country; the
most gifted writers, artists, political commentators, intellectu-
als, are generally a part of it, although they constitute a minor-
ity many of whom have been hounded into silence or exile.41

Said was well aware that this state of affairs was the product of the unholy
alliance between the oil-rich states, a United States increasingly involved in
the Middle East, and the corrupt Arab regimes. He was equally aware of
the impact of this alliance on what secular intellectuals represent and of the
damage inflicted specifically on their secular project and more generally on the
wider political and cultural world. This situation, in which intellectuals have
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been co-opted to an extraordinary degree, undermined the legitimacy of the in-
telligentsia in the eyes of its constituency. Most Arab “intellectuals” were stuck
in the habit of mind that Said calls “avoidance”—“that characteristic turning
away from difficult and principled position which you know to be the right
one, but which you decide not to take. You do not want to appear too political;
you are afraid of seeming controversial; you need the approval of a boss or an
authority figure; you want to keep a reputation for being balanced, objective,
moderate.”42 These considerations take an even cruder form in the Arab world,
where the issue is not seeming controversial but of being persecuted, harassed,
imprisoned, or barred from working or publishing.

At a time of accelerating political deterioration in the Arab world and an
unprecedented and widening gap between the aspirations of the people and
the actions and discourse of their governments, the secular intellectuals found
themselves pressed between the hammer of the illegitimate regimes (which
co-opt or silence them) and the anvil of rising Islamic fundamentalism (which
marginalizes their role and deprives them of their natural constituency). Both
readers and secular intellectuals sought a figurehead, or rather a rallying point,
in a fearless vocal intellectual. There was need for an intellectual who speaks
for what Franz Fanon, a vital source of Said’s thought, called the “wretched
of the earth,” but also for an ethical approach to politics based on the prin-
ciples of real justice. In his last decade Said played such a role, not only by
his distinguished intellectual project that probed the crucial relationships be-
tween history, narrative, and politics, but also by his active involvement in the
Palestinian question. The intellectual, for Said,

is an individual with a specific public role in society that can-
not be reduced simply to being faceless professional, a com-
petent member of a class just going about her/his business.
The central fact for me is, I think, that the intellectual is an
individual endowed with a faculty for representing, embody-
ing, articulating a message, a view, an attitude, philosophy or
opinion to, as well as for a public . . . whose place it is publicly
to raise embarrassing questions, to confront orthodoxy and
dogma (rather that to produce them), to be someone who
cannot easily be co-opted by governments or corporations,
and whose raison d’être is to represent all those people and
issues that are routinely forgotten or swept under the rug.43

This could serve almost as a description of Said himself and his role in the Arab
intellectual scene. His blistering attack on the institutional expediency that
spews Orwellian “newspeak” to disguise the truth and stifle morality and justice
was among his prized achievements in this respect. In the intellectual vacuum
filled with the din of official media and the stifling jargon of conformity, the
Arab public was hungry for such a vocal and authoritative voice. This coincided
with Said’s active presence on the cultural scene, with his regular columns and
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articles in Arabic in Al-Hayat44 and in English in Al-Ahram Weekly. Although
most of these articles were political journalism rather than scholarship, by
virtue of their stance they are on a par with his literary and cultural project in
terms of undermining the bastions of regressive traditional power and helping
to detonate a wider cultural debate. Here was an Arab intellectual, independent
of the various powers that be and representing in the public consciousness
achievement and international fame, who was willing to be mobilized on behalf
of their ongoing struggle and embattled community.

Said was without doubt a vociferous public critic of these powers. But in
playing this role that the Arab public demanded of him, Said was keen to
drive home to that public the importance of reconciling “one’s identity and
the actualities of one’s own culture, society, and history to the reality of other
identities, cultures, peoples. This can never be done simply by asserting one’s
preference for what is already one’s own: tub-thumping about the glories of
‘our’ culture or the triumphs of ‘our’ history is not worthy of the intellectual’s
energy, especially not today when so many societies are comprised of different
races and backgrounds as to resist any reductive formulas.”45 In other words,
he felt strongly about the need to re-educate the public in order to bring it
along. It may not be possible to measure the success of his efforts, but his
message is being filtered through the writing of many Arab intellectuals. The
Egyptian critic Jabir ‘Asfur, for example, develops in his recent books a new
language and critical idiom drawn from Said’s.46 In addition, two major Arabic
periodicals dedicated recent issues to his work.47

Although Said’s project is passionately persuasive, it defies closure and cer-
tainty. The fact that his work is purely secular increases its appeal both to Arab
intellectuals and a wider public. What enlarges his constituency even more is
the trajectory of his intellectual orientation outlined in the first part of this
essay, which gives his work a legitimacy and authenticity that enhances its rel-
evance for the contemporary Arab scene. Indeed, his intellectual trajectory in
some ways parallels that of Arab culture, which began the modern era with an
unquestioning acceptance of the western model but which, under the impact
of cumulative “hurt” and “injustice” suffered at the hands of the West, began
to rethink the unconditionality of that acceptance. The parallel ends there, of
course, for in the case of the Arab world, this questioning led some to reject
the West totally and, more generally, was accompanied by regression and de-
spondency. To this situation Edward Said brought a breeze of fresh air with his
secular criticism, penetrating insight, and courage. I am sure that in the years
to come his impact on Arab culture, as elsewhere, will grow and flourish. For
the changes he has already engendered cannot be easily reversed.
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